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Abstract

Traditional discourse annotation tasks are
considered costly and time-consuming,
and the reliability and validity of these
tasks is in question. In this paper, we in-
vestigate whether crowdsourcing can be
used to obtain reliable discourse relation
annotations. We also examine the influ-
ence of context on the reliability of the
data. The results of the crowdsourced
connective insertion task showed that the
majority of the inserted connectives con-
verged with the original label. Further,
the distribution of inserted connectives re-
vealed that multiple senses can often be in-
ferred for a single relation. Regarding the
presence of context, the results show no
significant difference in distributions of in-
sertions between conditions overall. How-
ever, a by-item comparison revealed sev-
eral characteristics of segments that de-
termine whether the presence of context
makes a difference in annotations. The
findings discussed in this paper can be
taken as preliminary evidence that crowd-
sourcing can be used as a valuable method
to obtain insights into the sense(s) of rela-
tions.

1 Introduction

In order to study discourse coherence, researchers
need large amounts of discourse-annotated data,
and these data need to be reliable and valid. How-
ever, manually coding coherence relations is a
difficult task that is prone to individual variation
(Spooren and Degand, 2010). Because the task re-
quires a large amount of time and resources, re-
searchers try to find a balance between obtaining
reliable data and sparing resources. This has led to

the standard practice of using two trained, expert
annotators to code data.

Not only is this procedure time-consuming and
therefore costly, it also raises questions regarding
the reliability and validity of the data. When using
trained, expert annotators, they may agree because
they share implicit knowledge and know the pur-
pose of the research well, rather than because they
are carefully following instructions (Artstein and
Poesio, 2008; Riezler, 2014). Krippendorff (2004)
therefore notes that the more annotators partici-
pate in the process and the less expert they are,
the more likely they can ensure the reliability of
the data.

In this paper, we investigate how useful crowd-
sourcing can be in obtaining discourse annota-
tions. We present an experiment in which subjects
were asked to insert (“drag and drop”) a connect-
ing phrase from a pre-defined list between the two
segments of coherence relations. By employing
non-trained, non-expert (also referred as naı̈ve)
subjects to code the data, large amounts of data
can be coded in a short period of time, and it is
ensured that the obtained annotations are indepen-
dent and do not rely on implicit expert knowledge.
Instead, the task allows us to tap into the naı̈ve
subjects’ interpretations directly.

However, crowdsourcing has rarely been used
to obtain discourse relation annotations. This
could be due to the nature of crowdsourcing: Typ-
ically, crowdsourced tasks are small and intuitive
tasks. Under these conditions, crowdsourced an-
notators – unlike expert annotators or in-lab naı̈ve
annotators – cannot be asked to code according to
a specific framework because this would require
them to study manuals. Therefore, rather than
asking for relation labels, we ask them to insert
a connective from a predefined list. In order to en-
sure that these connectives are not ambiguous (Asr
and Demberg, 2013), we chose connectives based
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on a classification of connective substitutability by
Knott and Dale (1994). We investigate how re-
liable the obtained annotations are by comparing
them to expert annotations from two existing cor-
pora.

Moreover, we examine the effect of the design
of the task on the reliability of the data. Re-
searchers agree that discourse relations should be
supplied with linguistic context in order to be an-
notated reliably but there are no clear guidelines
for how much context is needed. The current con-
tribution experimentally examines the influence of
context on the interpretation of a discourse rela-
tion, with a specific focus on whether there is an
interaction between characteristics of the segment
and the presence of context.

The contributions of this paper include the fol-
lowing:

• We evaluate a new crowdsourcing method to
elicit discourse interpretations and obtain dis-
course annotations, showing that such a task
has the potential to function as a reliable al-
ternative to traditional annotation methods.

• The distributions of inserted connectives per
item reveal that, often, annotators converged
on two or three dominant interpretations,
rather than one single interpretation. We also
found that this distribution is replicable with
high reliability. This is evidence that rela-
tions can have multiple senses.

• We show that the presence of context led
to higher annotator agreement when (i) the
first segment of a relation refers to an en-
tity or event in the context, or introduces im-
portant background information; (ii) the first
segment consists of a deranked subordinate
clause attaching to the context; or (iii) the
context sentence following the relation ex-
pands on the second argument of the relation.
This knowledge can be used in the design of
discourse relation annotation tasks.

2 Background

In recent years, several researchers have set out to
investigate whether naı̈ve coders can also be em-
ployed to annotate data. Working with such an-
notators has the practical advantage that they are
easier to come by, and it is therefore also easier to
employ a larger number of annotators, which de-
creases the effect of annotator bias (Artstein and

Poesio, 2005; Artstein and Poesio, 2008). Stud-
ies employing naı̈ve annotators have found high
agreement between these annotators and expert
annotators for Natural Language tasks (e.g., Snow
et al., 2008). Classifying coherence relations,
however, is considered to be a different and es-
pecially difficult type of task due to the complex
semantic interpretations of relations and the fact
that textual coherence does not reside in the ver-
bal material, but rather in the readers’ mental rep-
resentation (Spooren and Degand, 2010). Never-
theless, naı̈ve annotators have recently also been
employed successfully in coherence relation an-
notation tasks (Kawahara et al., 2014; Scholman
et al., 2016) and connective insertion tasks (Rohde
et al., 2015, 2016) similar to the one reported in
this paper.

Rohde et al. (2016) showed that readers can in-
fer an additional reading for a discourse relation
connected by an adverbial. By obtaining many ob-
servations for a single fragment rather than only
two, they were able to identify patterns of co-
occurring relations; for example, readers can of-
ten infer an additional causal reading for a rela-
tion marked by otherwise. These results highlight
a problem with double-coded data: Without a sub-
stantial number of observations, differences in an-
notations might be written off as annotator error or
disagreement. In reality, there might be multiple
interpretations for a relation, without there being a
single correct interpretation. The connective inser-
tion method used by Rohde et al. (2016) is there-
fore more sensitive to the possibility that relations
can have multiple readings.

The current study uses a similar method as Ro-
hde et al. (2016), but applies it to answer a dif-
ferent type of question. Rohde et al. (2016) in-
vestigated whether readers can infer an additional
sense for a pair of sentences already marked by an
adverbial. They did not have any expectations on
whether there was a correct answer; rather, they
set out to identify specific patters of connective
insertions. In the current study, we investigate
whether crowdsourcing can be used to obtain an-
notated data that is similar in quality to data anno-
tated by experts. Crucially, we assume that there
is a correct answer, namely the original label that
was assigned by expert annotators. We therefore
will compare the results from the current study to
the original annotations in order to evaluate the us-
ability of the connective insertion method for dis-
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course annotation.

The design of the current study also dif-
fers from other connective-based annotation ap-
proaches such as Rohde et al. (2016) and the Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB, Prasad et al., 2008)
in that the connectives were selected to unambigu-
ously mark a specific type of relation. Certain con-
nectives are known to mark different types of re-
lations, such as but, which can mark CONTRAST,
CONCESSION and ALTERNATIVE relations. In the
current study, we excluded such ambiguous con-
nectives in order to be able to derive relation types
from the insertions. For example, the connect-
ing phrase AS AN ILLUSTRATION is taken to be
a dominant marker for INSTANTIATION relations.
The procedure for selecting phrases will be ex-
plained in Section 3.

Given the limited amount of research into using
naı̈ve subjects for discourse relation annotation, it
is important to investigate how this task should be
designed. One aspect of this design is the inclu-
sion of context. The benefits of context are widely
acknowledged in the field of discourse analysis.
Context is necessary to ground the discourse be-
ing constructed (Cornish, 2009), and the interpre-
tation of any sentence other than the first in a dis-
course is therefore constrained by the preceding
context (Song, 2010). This preceding context has
significant effects on essential parts of discourse
annotation, such as determining the rhetorical role
each sentence plays in the discourse, and the tem-
poral relations between the events described (Las-
carides et al., 1992; Spooren and Degand, 2010).
The knowledge of context is therefore assumed to
be a requirement for discourse analysis.

Although researchers agree that relations should
be supplied with linguistic context in order to be
annotated reliably, there are no clear guidelines
for how much context is needed. As a result,
studies have diverged in their methodology. For
some annotation experiments, coders annotate the
entire text (e.g., Rehbein et al., 2016; Zufferey
et al., 2012). In these cases, they automatically
take the context of the relation at hand into ac-
count when they annotate a text linearly. By con-
trast, in experiments where the entire text does
not have to be annotated, or the task is split into
smaller tasks for crowdsourcing purposes, the re-
lations (or connectives) are often presented with a
certain amount of context preceding and follow-
ing the segments under investigation (e.g., Hoek

and Zufferey, 2015; Scholman et al., 2016).
Knowing how much context is minimally

needed to be able to reliably annotate data will
save resources; after all, the less context annota-
tors have to read, the less time they need to spend
on the task. The goal of the current experiment
is therefore to test the reliability of crowdsourced
discourse annotations compared to original corpus
annotations, as well as the effect of context on the
reliability of the task.

3 Method

Participants were asked to insert connectives into
coherence relations. The items were divided into
several batches. Each batch contained items with
context or without context, but these two types
were not mixed.

3.1 Participants

167 native English speakers completed one or
more batches of this experiment. They were re-
cruited via Prolific Academic and reimbursed for
their participation (2 GBP per batch with context;
1.5 GBP per batch without context). Their educa-
tion level ranged between an undergraduate degree
and a doctorate degree.

3.2 Materials

The experimental passages consisted of 192 im-
plicit and 42 explicit relations from Wall Street
Journal texts. These relations are part of both the
Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB, Prasad et al.,
2008) and the Rhetorical Structure Theory Dis-
course Treebank (RST-DT, Carlson et al., 2003),
and therefore carry labels that were assigned by
the respective expert annotators at the time of the
creation of the corpora. The following types of
relations were included: 24 CAUSE, 24 CON-
JUNCTION (additive), 36 CONCESSION, 36 CON-
TRAST, 54 INSTANTIATION and 60 SPECIFICA-
TION relations. For the first four relation types,
the PDTB and RST-DT annotators were in agree-
ment on the label. The latter two types were cho-
sen to accommodate a related experiment, and for
most of these, the PDTB and RST-DT annotators
were not in agreement. Lower agreement on these
relations is therefore also expected in the current
experiment.

The 234 items were divided into 12 batches,
with 2 CAUSE, 2 CONJUNCTION, 3 CONCES-
SION, 3 CONTRAST, 4 or 5 INSTANTIATION and
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5 SPECIFICATION items per batch. Order of pre-
sentation of the items per batch was randomized
to prevent order effects. Subjects were allowed to
complete more than one batch, but saw every item
only once. Average completion time per batch was
16 minutes with context and 12 minutes without
context. Due to presentation errors in one CON-
JUNCTION, two CAUSE, and two CONCESSION

items, the final dataset for analysis consists of 229
items.

Connecting phrases – Subjects were presented
with a list of connectives and asked to insert the
connective that best expresses the relation hold-
ing between the textual spans. The connectives
were chosen to distinguish between different re-
lation types as unambiguously as possible, based
on an investigation on connective substitutability
by Knott and Dale (1994). The list of connecting
phrases consisted of: because, as a result, in addi-
tion, even though, nevertheless, by contrast, as an
illustration and more specifically.

3.3 Procedure

The experiment was hosted on LingoTurk (Pusse
et al., 2016). Participants were presented with a
box with predefined connectives followed by the
text passage. In the context condition, the passage
consisted of black and grey sentences. The black
sentences were the two arguments of the coher-
ence relation, and the grey sentences functioned
as context (two sentences preceding and one fol-
lowing the relation). Subjects were instructed to
choose the connecting phrase that best reflected
the meaning between the black text elements, but
to take the grey text into account. In the no-context
condition, the grey sentences were not presented
or mentioned.

Punctuation markers following the first argu-
ment of the relation were replaced by a double
slash (//, cf. Rohde et al., 2015) to avoid partic-
ipants from being influenced by the original punc-
tuation markers.

In between the two arguments of the coherence
relation was a box. Participants were instructed to
“drag and drop” the connecting phrase that “best
reflected the meaning of the connection between
the arguments” (cf. Rohde et al., 2015) into this
green box. Participants could also choose two con-
necting phrases using the option “add another con-
nective”. Moreover, they could manually insert
a connecting phrase by clicking “none of these”.

Participants were allowed to complete more than
one batch, but they were never able to complete
the same batch in both conditions.

4 Results

Prior to analysis, 5 participants from the context
condition and 4 participants from the no-context
condition were removed from the analysis because
they had very short completion times (<10 min-
utes for 20 passages of 5 sentences each; <5 min-
utes for 20 passages of 2 sentences each) and
showed high disagreement compared to other par-
ticipants. The following analyses do not take the
responses of these participants into consideration.
In total, each list was completed by 12 to 14 par-
ticipants.

As with any discourse annotation task, some
variation in the distribution of insertions can be ex-
pected. We are therefore interested in larger shifts
in the distribution of insertions. To evaluate these
distributions, we report percentages of agreement
(cf. De Kuthy et al., 2016). Typically, annotation
tasks are evaluated using Cohen’s or Fleiss’ Kappa
(Cohen, 1960; Fleiss, 1971). However, Kappa is
not suitable for the current task because it assumes
that all coders annotate all fragments.

Participants were given the option of insert-
ing two connecting phrases if they thought that
both phrases reflected the meaning of the relation.
3.4% of all answers consisted of two connecting
phrases. For most items that received a double in-
sertion, only one answer consisted of a double in-
sertion. The data on multiple insertions therefore
does not allow us to draw any strong conclusions.
This will be elaborated on in the discussion.

2% of all insertions were manual answers.
There was no clear pattern in these manual an-
swers: Only a few items received manual an-
swers, and these items usually received at most
two manual answers. An additional 1% of the data
consisted of ‘blank insertions’: Subjects used the
‘manual answer’ option to not insert anything. As
with the manual answers, there was no clear pat-
tern. We aggregate the class ‘manual answer’ and
‘no answer’ for our analyses.

We also aggregated frequencies of the connec-
tives that fell into the same class: because and as a
result were aggregated as causal connectives, and
even though and nevertheless were aggregated as
concessive connectives.

In the next section, we first show evidence that
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the method is reliable. We then turn to the re-
liability of the no-context condition in compari-
son to the context condition to be able to deter-
mine whether the presence of context led to higher
agreement on the sense(s) of items. Finally, we
look at the entropy per item and per condition.

4.1 Overall reliability

The results showed that the method is success-
ful: The connectives inserted by the participants
are consistent with the original annotation. This is
shown in Figure 1a, with the bars reflecting the in-
serted connective per original class and condition.
Figure 1b shows this distribution in more detail by
displaying the percentage of inserted connectives
per item for the context condition. The distribution
for the no-context condition is not included since it
is almost identical to the distribution of the context
condition. Every stacked bar on the x-axis repre-
sents an item; the colours on the bars represent the
inserted connective.

These visualizations reveal several trends. First,
for CAUSE and CONCESSION relations, the inser-
tions often converge with the original label. 78%
of the inserted connectives in items with a causal
original label were causal connectives, and 67% of
the inserted connectives in concessive items were
concessive connectives. For both classes, the sec-
ond most frequent category of inserted connec-
tives was the other class: For CAUSE, the second
most frequent category was CONCESSION (10%),
and for CONCESSION, the second most frequent
category was CAUSE (15%). On closer inspec-
tion of the items, we find that the disagreement be-
tween crowdsourced annotations and original an-
notations can be traced back to difficulties with
specific items, and not to unreliability of the work-
ers: The main cause for the confusion of causal
and concessive relations can be attributed to the
lack of context and/or background knowledge, es-
pecially for items with economic topics. For these
topics, it can be very hard to judge whether a situ-
ation mentioned in one segment is a consequence
of the other segment, or a denied expectation.

The second pattern that Figure 1a reveals con-
cerns the classes CONJUNCTION and CONTRAST.
The distribution of inserted connectives for these
classes look similar: The expected marker is used
most often (40% and 44%, respectively), with the
corresponding causal relation as the second most
frequent inserted connective type (27% causal in-

sertions and 32% concessive insertions, respec-
tively). A closer look at the annotations for items
in these classes reveals that this is due to genuine
ambiguity of the relation. For relations originally
annotated as additive, we find that oftentimes a
causal relation can also be inferred. The same
explanation holds for CONTRAST relations: Re-
lations from this class that often receive conces-
sive insertions are characterized by the reference
to contrasting expectations. Some confusion be-
tween these relations is expected, as it is known
that concessive and contrastive relations are rela-
tively difficult to distinguish even for trained anno-
tators (see, for example, Robaldo and Miltsakaki,
2014; Zufferey and Degand, 2013).

Finally, looking at INSTANTIATION and SPEC-
IFICATION relations, we can see that there is more
variety in terms of which connective participants
inserted. This was expected, as these relations
were chosen because original PDTB and RST an-
notators did not agree on them.

Looking at the no-context condition in Figure
1a, we find a near-perfect replication of the inser-
tions in the context condition. This is further evi-
dence for the reliability of the task. On average,
the difference between the conditions on agree-
ment with the original label differed only by 3.7%.
Fisher exact tests showed no significant difference
in the distribution of responses between conditions
for any of the original classes (Cause: p = .61;
Conjunction: p = .62; Concession: p = .98; Con-
trast: p = .88; Instantiation: p = .93; Specification:
p = .85).

Another notable pattern, shown in Figure 1b, is
that items often did not receive only one type of
inserted connective; rather, they received multi-
ple types of insertions. For INSTANTIATION and
SPECIFICATION items, for example, participants
often converged on two senses: Both the originally
annotated sense, as well as a causal reading. This
indicates that multiple interpretations are possible
for a single relation.

Another way to analyse the data is to assign to
each relation the label corresponding to the con-
nective that was inserted most frequently by our
participants (in Figure 1b, this corresponds to the
largest bar per item). We can then calculate agree-
ment between the dominant response per item and
the original label. These results are reported in Ta-
ble 1.

Table 1 shows that the dominant response con-
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(a) Distributions (%) of inserted connectives per original class. For every type of insertion, darker colours represent the context
condition and lighter colours represent the no-context condition.

(b) By-item distributions (%) for the context condition. Every bar represents a single item; the colours on the bars represent
the inserted connective. Plots are arranged according to the amount of dominant insertions corresponding to the original label.

Figure 1: Distributions (%) of inserted connectives per original class.

Original class Context No context
CAUSE 91 95
CONJUNCTION 52 35
CONCESSION 85 79
CONTRAST 53 58
INSTANTIATION 54 46
SPECIFICATION 25 20

Table 1: Percentage agreement between the origi-
nal label and the dominant response per condition.

verges with the original label often for CAUSE

and CONCESSION relations and a majority of the
time for CONJUNCTION (in the context condi-
tion), CONTRAST and INSTANTIATION relations
(in the context condition). The dominant response
for SPECIFICATION items hardly converges with
their original classification. This is as expected, as
PDTB and RST-DT annotators also showed little
agreement on SPECIFICATION relations.

Looking at the effect of context, we see that
agreement between the dominant response and the
original label is slightly higher when context is
present for four of six types of relations (CONCES-
SION, INSTANTIATION and SPECIFICATION rela-
tions). For CONJUNCTION relations, the agree-
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ment is even 17% higher in the context condition
compared to the no-context condition. These re-
sults suggest that presence of context does have an
influence on the subjects’ interpretations of the re-
lations. In the next sections, we will look at the
distribution of individual items in more detail.

4.2 Effect of context: Dominant response per
item

For 9% of the items, the dominant response shifts
from one category to another depending on the
presence of context. Manual inspection of these
items revealed several characteristics that they
have in common. First, it was found that often
the topic is introduced in the context, and the (lack
of) knowledge of the topic influenced the subject’s
interpretation of the relation. This is illustrated us-
ing the following CONJUNCTION example:

(1) Quite the contrary – it results from years
of work by members of the National
Council on the Handicapped, all appointed
by President Reagan. You depict the bill
as something Democratic leaders “hood-
winked” the administration into endors-
ing.
Arg1: The opposite is true: It’s the prod-
uct of many meetings with administration
officials, Senate staffers, advocates, and
business and transportation officials //
Arg2: many congressmen are citing the
compromise on the Americans With Dis-
abilities Act of 1989 as a model for bipar-
tisan deliberations.
Most National Council members are them-
selves disabled or are parents of children
with disabilities. wsj 694

In Example 1, the context introduces the topic.
The first argument (Arg1) then presents one argu-
ment for the claim that the bill results from years
of hard work (as mentioned in the context), and
the second argument (Arg2) is another argument
for this claim. However, without the context, Arg2
can be taken as a result of Arg1. While this in-
terpretation might be true, it does not seem to be
the intended purpose of the relation. In the con-
text condition, subjects interpreted the relation as
a CONJUNCTION relation (58% of insertions were
in addition. In the no-context condition, however,
the dominant response was causal (58% of inser-
tions), and the conjunctive in addition only ac-
counted for 17% of all insertions.

Another common characteristic in items for
which the presence or absence of context changes
the dominant response, is that the context sen-
tence following the relation expands on Arg2,
thereby changing the probability distribution of
that relation. This is common in INSTANTIA-
TION and SPECIFICATION relations, where the
second argument provides an example or spec-
ification of Arg1. Often, the sentence follow-
ing Arg2 also provides an example or further
specification, which emphasizes the INSTANTI-
ATION/SPECIFICATION sense of the relation be-
tween Arg1 and Arg2. However, in relations for
which Arg2 can also be seen as evidence for Arg1,
the following context sentence can also function
to emphasize the causal sense of the relation by
expanding on the argument in Arg2. Consider Ex-
ample 2, taken from the class SPECIFICATION.

(2) Like Lebanon, and however unfairly, Is-
rael is regarded by the Arab world as a
colonial aberration. Its best hope of ac-
ceptance by its neighbours lies in reaching
a settlement with the Palestinians.
Arg1: Like Lebanon, Israel is being re-
made by demography //
Arg2: in Greater Israel more than half the
children under six are Muslims.
Within 25 years Jews will probably be the
minority. wsj 1141

In this example, the context sentence follow-
ing Arg2 expands on Arg2. Together, they con-
vey the information that although Jews are the ma-
jority now, within 25 years Muslims will be the
majority. Without the context, one could imagine
that the text would go on to list more instances of
how the demography is changing. Subjects in the
no-context condition indeed seem to have inter-
preted it this way: 75% of the inserted connective
phrases were as an illustration, and the remain-
ing insertions were even though and because. By
contrast, in the context condition subjects mainly
interpreted a causal relation (64% of insertions),
together with the specification sense (17%). The
marker as an illustration only accounted for 7% of
completions. Hence, with context present subjects
interpreted Arg2 as providing evidence for Arg1,
but without context it was interpreted as an IN-
STANTIATION relation.
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4.3 Effect of context: Entropy per item
Another way of analyzing the influence of the
presence of context on the participants’ response,
is to look at the entropy of the distribution of inser-
tions. In the context of the current study, entropy
is defined as a measure of the consistency of con-
nective insertions. When the majority of insertions
for a certain item are the same, the entropy will be
low, but when a certain item receives many differ-
ent types of insertions, the entropy will be high.

For every item, we calculated Shannon’s en-
tropy. We then compared the conditions to deter-
mine whether entropy of an item increased or de-
creased depending on the presence of the context.
Here we discuss items that have a difference of at
least 1 bit of entropy between the conditions. This
set consists of 18 items. Interestingly, presence of
context only leads to lower entropy (higher agree-
ment) in 10 items. For the other 8 items, subjects
showed more agreement when the context was not
presented.

When context is beneficial An analysis of items
for which presence of context led to higher agree-
ment has revealed two common characteristics.
First, similar to what we found in the previous sec-
tion, presence of context is helpful when the con-
text introduces important background information,
or when the first argument refers to an entity or
event in the context.

Second, we observed that agreement was higher
in the context condition when Arg1 consists of a
subordinate clause that attaches to another clause
in the context. In these cases, the dependancy
of Arg1 to the context possibly hinders a correct
interpretation of Arg1. Consider the following
SPECIFICATION relation:

(3) The spun-off concern “clearly will be one
of the dominant real estate development
companies with a prime portfolio,” he
said. For the last year, Santa Fe Pacific has
redirected its real estate operations toward
longer-term development of its properties,
Arg1: hurting profits that the parent had
generated in the past from periodic sales
from its portfolio //
Arg2: real estate operating income for the
first nine months fell to $71.9 million from
$143 million a year earlier.
In a statement late yesterday, Santa Fe Pa-
cific’s chairman, Robert D. Krebs, said
that Santa Fe Pacific Realty would re-

pay more than $500 million in debt owed
to the parent before the planned spinoff.
wsj 1330

In this example, Arg1 is a deranked subordinate
clause, which cannot be used as an independent
clause. All subjects in the context condition in-
serted a causal connective. However, in the no-
context condition only 58% inserted a causal con-
nective, and 33% of inserted connectives were in
addition. Hence, the dominant response remained
the same, but the amount of agreement decreased
when the context was absent.

When context is disadvantageous Of the 8 items
for which absence of context led to more agree-
ment, 7 had a common characteristic: The relation
between the context and Arg1 is not strong, for
example because Arg1 is also the start of a new
paragraph, or because there is a topic change. It is
likely that in these cases, the presence of context
took the focus away from the relation.

5 Discussion

The annotations obtained using the connective in-
sertion task have the potential to better reflect the
average readers’ interpretations because the naı̈ve
annotators don’t rely on implicit expert knowl-
edge. Moreover, it is easier, more affordable and
faster to obtain many annotations for the same
item via crowdsourcing than via traditional anno-
tation methods. Collecting a large number of an-
notations for the same item furthermore reveals a
probability distribution over relation senses. This
can give researchers more insight into the read-
ings of ambiguous relations, and into how domi-
nant each sense is for a specific relation.

The procedures of traditional annotation meth-
ods often lead to implicit annotation biases that are
implemented to achieve inter-annotator agreement
(see, for example, Rehbein et al., 2016). How-
ever, annotations that contain biases are less useful
from a linguistic or machine learning perspective,
as relevant information about a second or third in-
terpretation is obscured. Asking a single, trained
annotator to annotate several senses also does not
solve this issue: The annotations would still de-
pend on expert knowledge and the annotation pro-
cess would take more time. In this paper, we have
shown that crowdsourcing can be a solution.

However, it should be noted that the design
of the experiment was somewhat simplified com-
pared to traditional annotation tasks, largely due to
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two factors. First, all items were known to be re-
lated to one of the six senses under investigation,
that is, participants were not presented with items
that did not actually contain a relation (similar to
PDTB’s NOREL), or that belonged to a different
class from those under investigation (for exam-
ple, TEMPORAL relations). A second constraint
on the current study is that participants were pre-
sented with tokens that only marked the six classes
under investigation. Including more classes and
therefore also more connectives in an annotation
study could result in lower agreement between the
coders. Future research will therefore focus on
whether other relations (including NOREL) can
also be annotated reliably by naı̈ve coders.

Crowdsourcing the data also presents possible
confounding factors for the design of an anno-
tation study. More specifically, one has to be
aware of the effect of motivation on the results.
For example, we found that the participants rarely
inserted multiple connectives for the same rela-
tion. It is possible that motivation played a role in
this. Participants were only required to insert one
connecting phrase; the second one was optional.
Since inserting a second phrase takes more time,
participants might have neglected to do so, even
if they interpreted multiple readings for some re-
lations. For future experiments, this effect can be
avoided by asking subjects to explicitly indicate
that they don’t see a second reading.

Regarding the influence of context, the findings
from our experiment do not support the general
consensus that presence of context is a necessary
requirement for discourse annotation. The lack
of a clear positive effect of context on agreement
could be due to general ambiguity of language. As
Spooren and Degand (2010) note, “establishing a
coherence relation in a particular instance requires
the use of contextual information, which in itself
can be interpreted in multiple ways and hence is
a source of disagreement.” Nevertheless, we do
suggest to include context in discourse annotation
tasks if time and resources permit it. Generally
context does not lead to worse annotations when
the fragments are presented in their original for-
matting, and the presence of context might facili-
tate the inference of the intended relation.

6 Conclusion

The current paper addresses the question of
whether a crowdsourcing connective insertion task

can be used to obtain reliable discourse annota-
tions, and whether the presence of context influ-
ence the reliability of the data.

Regarding the influence of context, the results
showed that the presence of context influenced the
annotations when the fragments contained at least
one of the following characteristics: (i) the con-
text introduced the topic, (ii) the context sentence
following the relation expands on the second ar-
gument of the relation; or (iii) the first argument
of the relation is a subordinate clause that attaches
to the context. The presence of context led to less
agreement when the connection between the con-
text and the first argument was not strong due to a
paragraph break or a topic change.

Regarding the reliability of the task, we found
that the method is reliable for acquiring discourse
annotations: The majority of inserted connectives
converged with the original label, and this conver-
gence was almost perfectly replicable, in the sense
that a similar pattern was found in both conditions.
The results also showed that subjects often con-
verged on two types of insertions. This indicates
that multiple interpretations are possible for a sin-
gle relation. Based on these results, we argue that
annotation by many (more than 2) annotators is
necessary, because it provides researchers with a
probability distribution of all the senses of a rela-
tion. This probability distribution reflects the true
meaning of the relation better than a single label
assigned by an annotator according to a specific
framework.
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